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How effective is macroprudential policy?
 What should be the criterion?
 How to measure?
 What relationship with monetary policy?
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“Global liquidity”
 Global factor associated with credit availability and

compressed risk premiums

 Strong cross-border element
 Driven by monetary policy at the centre
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Global liquidity: two phases
 First phase of global liquidity (2003 − 2008)

 Bank-driven
 Key theme is leverage
 Main actors: European banks intermediating US
dollar credit
 Second phase of global liquidity (2010 − )

 Bond market-driven
 Key theme is search for yield
 Main actors: asset managers with global reach
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Direct and intermediated finance: what are
the tradeoffs?
 What determines the supply of bank finance?
 What determines the supply of market finance?
 What role for the monetary environment?
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Direct and intermediated finance: two phases
 Banking sector-led credit growth (2003 – 2008)

 Procyclical leverage
 Wholesale funding as marginal source of finance
 Driven by combination of
- steep yield curve (large term spread)
- certain path of short-term rate
 Bond market-led credit growth (2010 – )
 Long-term investors as creditors
 Focus on corporate borrowers, especially EME
corporates
 Driven by low long rates and near-zero term
premium
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Term spread used to be determined by
short rate; but not any more
12 month change in term spread (%)
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Year-on-year rate of growth in international
bank claims
In per cent
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International debt securities outstanding
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International debt securities outstanding
Billion US dollars

non-financial corporates (developing economies, BIS IDS database)
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What we do
 Assess impact of macropru policies from comprehensive

databases for 12 Asia-Pacific economies over 2004−2013
 Shim et al. BIS QR 2013 (177 instances)
 Chantapacdepong & Shim BIS WP 472 (152 instances)

 Impact on what?

 Domestic credit and total credit
 Bank and bond inflows, international bond issuances
 Relationship with monetary policy

 Complements or substitutes?
 That is, should they pull in the same direction or
opposite directions?
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Preview of results
 Direct effects

 Bank inflow measures associated with slowing
banking inflows before 2007
 Bond inflow measures associated with slowing bond
inflows before 2009
 Spillover effects
 Bank inflow measures associated with an increase in
international bonds before 2007
 Bond inflow measures associated with increased
bank inflows and credit after 2009
 Stringency of capital controls matter in the crosssection of countries
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But caution is warranted
 Endogeneity

 Macropru initiatives do not happen in a vacuum;
they reflect domestic and external developments
 An alternative way to read the results:
 Macropru is debated at length inside govt and CB
 After much internal argument, they are introduced
 By this time, the boom is already long in the tooth
 After introduction, credit growth and capital flows
slow down
 More effort needed in gauging the counterfactual
scenario: what would have happened in the absence of
the policy measures?
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Literature review
 Determinants of capital flows to EMEs

 Global factors: eg, world interest rates, the VIX
 Local factors: eg, growth and interest rate differentials
 Data sets on CFMs and MaPPs
 4 classes of De jure index of capital account restrictions
- (1) aggregate indexes, eg, Chinn and Ito 2008,
- (2) disaggregated indexes, eg, Schindler 2009,
- (3) intensity-based indexes, eg, Quinn 1997,
- (4) dummies for policy actions to tighten or loosen
capital flows, eg, Chantapacdepong & Shim 2014.
 2 global databases of macroprudential measures
- Lim et al (2011): 10 types, 40 countries, 2000-2010
- Shim et al (2013): 8 types, 60 countries, 1990-2012.
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Literature review (continued)
 Effectiveness of CFMs

 Past studies find limited effects of CFMs on the volume
of flows: Magud et al 2011, Ostry et al 2010, Binici et al
2010, Forbes and Warnock 2012, Zhang and Zoli 2014.
 Recently, some papers find effectiveness of CFMs on
- bank inflows: Cerutti et al 2014, Bruno & Shin 2014,
- bond inflows: Ahmed & Zlate 2013, Forbes et al 2012.

 Effectiveness of MaPPs on aggregate credit

 Certain measures effective during booms: Borio and
Shim 2007, Lim et al 2011, and Tovar et al 2012.
 Effective on housing credit: Kuttner and Shim 2013.
 Effective on bank asset growth: Claessens et al 2014.
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Literature review (continued)
 Cross impact of CFMs or MaPPs

 Habermeier et al 2011, Forbes et al 2014: FX-related
prudential measures and capital controls reduce credit
growth.
 Balakrishnan et al 2013: domestic prudential measures
effective in stemming net private capital inflows.

 Joint impact of CFMs and MaPPs

 Recently, Ostry et al 2012, Zhang and Zoli 2014, Beirne
and Friedrich 2014, and Forbes and Klein 2014.
 We consider direct and cross impacts of banking/bond
inflow measures, MaPPs and policy rates separately
and jointly on banking/bond inflows, international
bond issuances, domestic bank credit and total credit.
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Data
 12 economies: AU, CN, HK, IN, ID, JP, KR, MY, NZ, PH, SG, TH
 Sample period: Q1 2004–Q3 2013 (or a few quarters earlier)
 Dependent variables (quarterly growth rate)

 BIS Loans: External claims of all BIS-reporting country
banks on the 12 economies by residency, from the BIS
locational banking statistics (Table 7A–7B).
 BoP Bonds: Amount outstanding of domestic debt
securities purchased by non-residents, calculated from
BoP (and if necessary IIP) statistics of the IMF.
 BIS Bonds: Amount outstanding of international debt
securities issued by banks and corporates, from the BIS
international debt securities statistics (Table 11A–11E).
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Data (continued)
 Dependent variables (continued)

 Bank Credit: Bank credit to private non-financial sectors
 Total Credit: Credit extended by domestic banks, all
other sectors in the economy and non-residents
 Available for 10 economies, from BIS database for total
credit to private non-financial sectors.
 Control variables

 Global factor: the log of the VIX
 Local factors: (1) real exchange rate (RER), (2) real GDP
growth, (3) CPI inflation, (4) M2 growth, (5) interest rate
differential between 3-month domestic interbank rate
and US Libor, and (6) sovereign credit rating
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Data (continued)
 Capital flow measures

 From the database in Chantapacdepong & Shim (2014)
 Classify policy actions by direction (tighten/loosen
inflows/outflows), by target flow (bond/equity/banking/
real estate/direct investment/other inflows, outflows),
and by target group (nonresidents, residents or both).
 Data sources include IMF AREAERs, national sources,
recent publications of the BIS and the IMF, and other
research papers containing list of CFMs.
 The database contains in total 367 distinct CFMs taken
by nine emerging Asian economies over 2004−2013.
 We use 152 actions (Bank Controls, Bond Controls).
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Banking and bond inflow measures
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Taxonomy of prudential measures in relation to CFMs
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Taxonomy of CFMs directly targeting asset markets
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Data (continued)
 Domestic macroprudential policies

 From database in Shim et al (2013) for 60 countries
 3 types of non-interest rate monetary policy (reserve
requirement, credit growth limit, liquidity requirement)
affecting general credit to private sector by banks.
 5 types of prudential policy (maximum LTV ratios,
maximum debt-service-to-income ratio, risk weight on
housing loans, provisioning on housing loans, exposure
limit on real estate sector) targeting housing credit.
 Database ends in June 2012, so we extend it for the 12
economies up to December 2013.
 We use 177 Macro-pru actions (Monetary and Prudential).
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Domestic macroprudential measures
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Complementarity of monetary policy and
macroprudential polices
 Lower interest rates induce economic agents to borrow

more, while macroprudential policies restrain borrowing.
 When macroprudential policies are pulling in same
direction as interest rate policy, they are more successful.
 By contrast, when they are pulling in opposite directions,
macroprudential policies should be far less effective.
 We can compare various “macroprudential policy cycles”
to policy rate cycle for the 12 Asia-Pacific economies.
 Banking inflow policy cycle and, to a less extent,
domestic macroprudential policy cycle exhibit similar
dynamics to policy rate cycle.
 Bond inflow policy actions were dominantly loosening.
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Correlation between policy rate changes and
indicators of various macroprudential measures

 Correlations between policy rate changes and banking inflow measures

and macroprudential measures are relatively high.
 Correlation between policy rate changes and bond inflow measures is
relatively low, but this is likely to reflect structural shifts in the capital
markets of some countries.
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Empirical specifications
 OLS regressions to estimate the relationship between

capital flows/aggregate credit variables and various
macroprudential policy indicators.

 BIS Loans, BoP Bonds and BIS Bonds regressed on Bank
Controls and Bond Controls, and other variables.
 Bank Credit and Total Credit regressed on Macro-pru,
Prudential, Monetary, Bank Controls and Bond Controls.
 BIS Loans, BoP Bonds and BIS Bonds regressed on
policy rate changes, Bank Controls and Bond Controls.
 Include time dummies (eg year).
 Calculate standard errors clustered at the country level
 Do not include country dummies.
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Effectiveness of banking inflow measures on
banking inflows
 Cross-border lending decreases during periods of high

volatility measured by the VIX.

 Banking inflow measures reduce growth in banking

inflows, driven by tightening actions.

 Banking inflow measures at the margin alleviate the

effect on the change in cross-border banking flows
during periods of high volatility.

 Banking inflow measures (both tightening & loosening)

are effective in reducing the growth in banking inflows
during the period in or before 2007 (booming period of
cross-border lending), but not effective after 2007.
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Effectiveness of bond inflow measures on bond
inflows
 Foreign investment in domestic bonds decreases during

periods of high volatility measured by the VIX.

 Bond inflow measures also significantly reduce growth in

domestic debt securities purchased by non-residents,
driven by tightening measures.

 Similar to banking flow regression, bond inflow

measures attenuate the decrease in bond inflows during
periods of high volatility.

 Bond inflow measures (both tightening and loosening)

are effective in reducing growth in bond inflows before
surge in bond issuances started in 2009, but not after.
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Effectiveness of bond inflow measures on
international bond issuance
 Growth in international debt securities issued by

financial and non-financial corporations decreases
during periods of high volatility measured by the VIX.

 Bond inflow measures are positively associated with the

growth in international debt securities, driven by the
introduction of loosening policies on bond inflows.

 Could be interpreted as a counter-reaction from
corporations to the loosening of bond inflow policies
(they have lesser incentives to issue offshore bonds).
 This effect is particularly relevant during the years of the

surge in bond issuances (in or after 2009)
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Endogeneity
 To gauge the impact only of cross-sectional differences,

we include time dummies (quarter dummies) to control
for time trends that are global (eg the surge in bond or
bank inflows) and drop the VIX, and get same results:

 Bank inflow measures effective on BIS Loans pre 2007;
 Bond inflow measures effective on BoP Bonds before
2009 and effective on BIS Bonds in or after 2009.
 To control for reverse causality, we regress banking

inflow measures on BIS Loans, and bond inflow
measures on BoP Bonds and BIS Bonds, respectively, and
 Show the estimated coefficients are insignificant.

 These cannot completely exclude endogeneity effects.
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Spillover effects of banking and bond inflow
measures
 Does cross-border lending increase when bond inflow

measures are introduced? Similarly, are bond inflows
affected by more stringent banking inflow measures?

 Bond inflow measures are positively associated with an

increase in cross-border bank lending in or after 2009,

 Banking inflow measures are positively associated with

an increase in international bonds before 2007.

 These results are less likely to be a coincidence.
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Effectiveness of domestic MaPPs on banking
inflows and domestic bank credit
 The impact of Prudential measures, Monetary measures

(other than policy rate changes) and the sum of the two
measures (Macro-pru) on banking inflows and domestic
bank credit is positive or insignificant.

 These results may either indicate some limits of

macroprudential policy measures, or suggest that bank
credit is slower moving than capital flows.

 We will conduct additional analysis on this dimension.
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Joint impact of CFMs and MaPPs on agg. credit
 Regress the (1-, 2-, 3-, 4-quarter) growth of bank credit

and total credit on all policy measures so far considered.

 Domestic MaPPs and bank inflow measures have

insignificant impact on both types of credit.

 By contrast, bond inflow measures increase domestic

bank credit and total credit.

 Bond inflow tightening measures may have induced
domestic banks to increase domestic bank credit to
compensate the lesser bond financing induced by
bond tightening measures.
 GDP growth is highly significant, suggesting domestic

macro conditions important for the provision of credit.
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Does level of capital account restrictions matter?
 According to Schindler Index (2009), CN, IN, PH and TH

have a lower level of capital account openness (High CC)
than the other 7 economies (Low CC).

 We interact the High CC/Low CC dummies with Bank

Controls (T&L) and Bond Controls (T&L).

 The effects of bank inflow measures on bank inflows and

of bond inflow measures on international bond issuances
are significant for High CC countries during surges of
banking lending (pre 07) and bond issuances (post 09).

 By contrast, these measures have significant impacts in

Low CC countries during bank lending bust (post 07) and
the period before the surge in bond issuances (pre 09).
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Complementarity of monetary policy and CFMs
 Hypothesis: macroprudential policies are successful when







they are pulling in the same direction as monetary policy.
Policy rate changes are not effective on banking inflows.
Before 2007, policy rate in Asia-Pacific increased and
banking inflow measures were on a tightening trend
(move in the same direction).
 Bank inflow measures effectively reduced bank inflows,
while policy rate increases reduced domestic credit.
After 2007, policy rate was on downward trend and
remained relatively low, while bank inflow measures were
in tightening mode (move in opposite directions).
 Bank inflow measures were not effective
These results confirm the complementarity principle.
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Directions for further research
 29 Bond inflow loosening measures can be divided into

 Part of a long-term liberalisation plan (structural)
 Reverse or lift existing tightening measures (cyclical)
 Consider the effectiveness of 4 types of CFM tools
 Quantitative limits
 Qualitative changes
 Taxes, fees and capital requirements
 Minimum holding periods
 Since capital flow variables are in US dollar terms, we
need to consider exchange rate effects.
 More comprehensive analysis on the complementarity
of monetary policy (interest rate policy) and various
types of macroprudential policies.
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